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DETiiBMINATlON OF THE UTAYiii-LEfrGTHS OF CERTAI?! LINES
BET'.TEEIT LAIIEDA 4156.633 AND LAI.IBDA 4379.399
IM THE SECOFDARr SrSCTRUT/. OF HYDROGELT.
i™oDrcTior'.
A. The piirpose of the investigation.
With the advent of atomic nhysics toward the close of the
last century, many investigators centered their efforts on hydrogen on
account of its simplicity of stracture. At tiiat time investigations
of the hydrogen spectrum were confined chiefly to the Balmer series,
which is due to atomic excitation. However, it has long been known
that there is another spectriom of hydrogen which, on account of its
complexity, has rendered analysis very difficult, and it is only in
comparatively recent years that any headway has been made in the analy-
sis''' of this spectrum.
This spectrum, according to T.Ierton^, has introduced so
many complications into theoretical investigations that it is impossi-
ble to dismiss the matter on the grounds that it is merely confined to
molecular excitation. As a matter of fact Fabrj*" and Buisson^ have
pointed out that the line series spectrijm of hydrogen is not due to
atomic excitation alone, but also to molecular excitation. In view of
the large number of lines in this spectr\im, therefore, progress in anal-
ysis can only be made with lines that are accu.ratel^ determined. The
purpose of this investigation, then, is to set up the necessary experi-
1. Richardson, 0. W., and Tanaka, T., Proc. Hoy. Soc, 107, p. 602, 1925
2. Merton, T. R. , Proc. Roy. Soc, 97, p. 307, 1920
3. Fabry and Buisson, Journal de Physique, 2 p. 442, 1912

mental apparatus for photographing the lines at the greatest possible
dispersion, thus permitting their meas iirement s with greater accuracy
than has been done iieretofore.
B. Review of Investigations of the Si^ectrum of Hydrogen.
a. The Line Series Spectrum of Hydrogen.
As has been already stated, theoretical Investigations were
confined chiefly to the atomic spectrum because of the ijart it plays in
the Interpretation of atomic structure and behavior. In 1884 Balmer"^
discovered the series named after him, which is confined largely to the
visible region. In 1908 Paschen^ discovered another series in the
infra-red, which was follovwed in 1914 by the discovery of the existence
of a similar series in the ultra-violet by Lyman. Since Paschen's
4. 5discovery several other series have been added by Brackett, Pfund, and
Poetker.
b. Hue Secondar^^ Spectnim of Hydrogen.
On account of the success attained in the analysis of the
atomic spectrum of hydrogen as contrasted with the scant results obtained
In attempts to analyze the secondary'- spectrum, recent experimental
Investigations are now, and have been for some time, concentrated on the
7
molecular spectrum. The v/oric of Merton and Barratt is about the first
complete and outstanding investigation in this field. In this investi-
1. Balmer, J. J., Ann, d. Phys. und Chem. . 25, p. 80, 1885
2. Paschen, F., Ann, d. Phys . 27, p. 537, 1908
3. Lyman, 2., Nature. 93, p. 241, 1914
4. Braclcett, F. S., Astrophys. J . 56, 154, 1922
5. Pfund, Jour. Opt. Soc. Amer .. vol. 9, p. 193, 1925
6. Poetker, A. H., Phys. Rev . 30, p. 418, 1927
7. Merton and Barratt, Roy. Soc. Phil, 'irans. 222, p. 369, 1922

gat ion a nuinbei' ux' lines v/ere meacured under ouc^. conui iions that vvsre
moat favort-ble for the production of the secondary suectruiru This v/orlc
v/aa then follo'..od by th^it of Gcle, !^onl: an-,'. Lee''', and by the recent -.vorlc
of x''iiiii.eliiijUi^'*^ . lii tue lueaniiiiie ujany other invest igatOx's Ll-u jeen
eJ3ga^^ed in experimental atteiipts to measure the lixaes of the secondary
spectru-i'i of hydrogen more uccur:.! el.7. Arr.on^ them are Allibone*^,
4 a o V
Poeticer
,
Tanaita.
,
jjoouxi^r and uonnelly .
1. Gale, llonl: and Lee, Astrophys. J . 67
, x:. 69, 1928
2. Finicelnburg,
.7., Zs. f. rh.y:: . 52, p. 27, 1828
Allibone, J. S., Proc. Zoy. ooc . 112, 'p. 196, 1926
4. Poetlcer, H., Phys. Hev . 00, p. 418, 1927
5. Tanaka, T., Proc. Hoy. Soc . 108, p. 592, 1925
6. Deodiiar, D. 3., Proc. Hey, boc . 113, p. 420, 1926
7. Connelly, F. 0., Phy^ . iaoc. Proc . 42, p. 28, 192e-19o0
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II. DIdCUiioIOlI OF EXPiIli:.:iilTT .
A. DejcriiJtlon of the Aoparatus.
i':ie DioCl-ar^e .^^-^ and lis Operation.
In order tu obtain a ,^-ood molecular spectrin vvltii a reason-
able n-omber of lines of sufficient intensity, se/eral factors must be
considered. Aiuong most important of these factors ;..re current
density, pressure, teaiijerii.iv.re and the removal of v/ater vapor.
It is nov. generally icno./n that the secondary sxjectrum of
hydi'ogen is greatly entianced ix t.-w ^.-.^ free from v;ater vapor,
on the other h^id, the presence of -.v^ter vapor tends to suppress the
secondary spectrum and enhance the Balmer series. In some cases,
depending; upon the re.jion t:x. i. ^ u^ixi-.., photographed, the presence of
cert-.in gases"'', such as heliiun and ar^'on, v.ill ^reatl,/ enhance the
secondary spectruiL in that region. iio.vever, current density plays a
gre^^ter ijart in increa:.ine,' the Intensity of the lines. In his experi-
ments x^inkelnburg'^ observed that the greater the current density the
greater r.ill oe tne intensity of the V/eUcer and .-eaicest lines. 3y using
a discharge of the highest possible current density he v;as able to obtixin
a lc..rge number of lines. Hov.ever, too mt-ny lines add to the complexity
of the spectrxiuii and tnereby increase the difficulty of analysis,
^'furthermore, the tube may not be able to hold out under the high temper-
ature v.hich accompanies large curren". density. Of the remaining factors
presGU. e is the more important. I:any investigators h„ve sho.vn that
variation in the pressui'u '..ill xjroauce ap^^reciable change in the inten-
1. Sarratt, o.. Phil. Llaf". 46. "o. 627, 1925
2. Finkelnbur^?. 7.. Zs. f. Phys . 52. d. 29, 1926
2. Goos, Zs. f. Piivs. ol, p. 229, 1925; 3«y ana oteiner, ^js. f. Phys.
59, p. 46, 1929
i
sity of the spectrum. It ia elso evident that an optimum pressure must
be established for each of the three main re.p^ions of the spectrum— ultr%
violet, visible, and infre-red— if best results are to be obtained in
iny of them. Thovu^h variation of the temperature' will produce varia-
tion in the intensity of the spectrum, it is of more importance to keer;
the temperature reasonablj- cnstant once ontinum operating conditions are
established. The problem, therefore, was to desip-n a suitable tube
which would hold out under best experimental conditions for long periods
of contiauous operation, and at the same time i^ive a reasonable number
of lines.
because of the various experimental conditions under which
the tube must operate, its desi^ proved to be one of the most i-nportant
features of the entire apparatus. The dischar.g'e tube used in this
investigation is shown in the diagram, below. It consists of an inner
platinized quartz tube T, about 60 centimeters lon^ with an internal
diameter of 8 millimeters, and is surrounded by a water jacket of pyrex
glass 0, which is 45 centimeters long and 5 centimeters in diameter.
The quartz tube has, at the forward end, an enlarged cylindircal section
which is 1'^ centimeters in length and about Z centimeters in diameter.
This section serves as a chamber for the alumini\im electrode which is
10 centir'ieters long and 2.6 centimeters in diameter. An outlet tube,
which is blown on the enlarged section has a ground glass joint, and
connects the dischar.je tube directly with the high vacuum system. This
enlarged front end is closed by means of a cemented quartz window through
1, McLennan, S.nith and Collins, Froc . itoy. Soc. 116, p. 277, 1927
£. Bay and Steiner, Zs. f, Phys . 4b. p. 337. 1927
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which the discharge Is viewed end-on.
The rear end of the tube has the s-me uniform diameter, 8
millimeters, as the rest of the tube. A fev; centimeters from this end
a side tube with a ground joint is blown. The purpose of this tube is to
lead the discharge to the rear electrode chamber vAiich is made of pyrex
glass. This particular arrarigement makes it possible to reflect the
light back into the tube by covering the face of the pris:: parailel
to the axis of the tube with a mirror, which results in increasing the
intensity within the narrow core. If an enlarged electrode chamber slmi
lar to that of the front end were used here, intensity v/ould not only be
lost because of the impossibility of getting the mirror close enough to
the narrow core, but also through absorption in the larger chamber.
The rear electrode chamber which is connected to the quartz
tube by means of a ground glass joint presented many difficulties before
suitable one was designed. The main difficulties, however, were due to
lack of cooling of this electrode and to a porous condition of the pyrex
glass which results after the tube has been in operation for several
hours. This porous condition is due to the sand blast action of the
ions. These difficulties were overco.T.e by slightly changing the design
and making it much larger than before. This chamber is 20 centimeters
in length and 5 centimeters in diameter, with the aluininiura electrode,
15 centimeters long and 4.5 centimeters in diameter, which is closed
at one end, thus making it cup-shaped. This increased size of the
electrode afforded sufficient surface area to take care of any excess
heat that may develop during long continuous periods of operation. Extra
precaution, hov/ever, was taken to cool the electrode further by wrapxDing

it with absorbent cotton and allowing water to drip slowly over It.
The purpose of platinizing the inner surface of the tube is
to increase the intensity of the molecular spectrum. Like every metal
surface, it increases the rate of formation of the hydrogen molecules
from the hydrogen atoms, thereby increasiiag the intensity of the secondary
spectrum. It was also hoped that this platinum coating would serve to
increase the Intensity further by acting as a mirror, thus reflecting the
light back into th':.- central core of the tube. However, it is (iuestion-
able v;hether the intensity gained in this manner is of any great magnitude
During the first two ijreliminai'y runs the tube was given a continuous
coating of silver. However, after two or three hours of operation the
silver coating disappeared almost completely. (This occurred in each
case, in spite of the fact that a heavy coating of silver was deposited
on the inside of the tube. i'his single platinum coating has been sub-
jected to more than thirty hours of operation for four to five hours at
a tim.e, without any aj^parent decrease in the amount of its distribution
over the inner surface of the tube. The ut;e of platinum, therefore,
shows a distinct advantage in that it lasts longer than silver.
An Acme transformer was used to operate the tube. This
transformer is capable of producing in the secondary an alternating
currer-t of 15G00 to 30000 volts and 250 milliamperes v/hen a current of
110 to 220 volts and 35 amperes is placed on the primary. As is shown
in the diagram, the hydrogen is generated electrolytically and stored
in a li^rge supply vessel V;±ilch has a capacity of about 5 liters. From
the supply flask the hydrogen gas is then passed through drying- tubes
of calcium chloride and phosphorus pentoxide before being Introduced into
f
the discharge tube. Sealed Into the Inlet tube is a small capillary
which retards the rate of flov/ of the gas. In addition to the
capillary, the regulation of the rate of flov; of the gas is accomplished
by means of the stopcoclc in the generating system and a variable
resistance in the circuit of the electrolytic generator. L'o do this
the stopcoclc must first be adjusted, and then the resistance so varied
as to produce a constant streaui of h^/drogen at the desired pressure.
In this manner, once optimum pressure is reached there is little or no
difficulty in maintaining it. The hydrogen may also be fed into the
tube intermittently at periods of one to two hours apart. When this
method is used the pressure must be constantly observed, and it is v;ell
to view the spectrum during exposure from time to time. As the rear
end of the tube is closed by means of a small right prism the discharge
may be conveniently viewed by means of a direct vision spectroscope in
order to determine any change that may take place in the spectrum.
On two occasions the discharge was observed with the direct
vision spectroscope, wtien hydrogen was fed into the tube intermittently.
Hydrogen was introduced into the tube at a pressure slightly above .15
ram of mercuiy and the tube cut off completely from both the generator
systen and the exhaust system. The discharge was then observed imder
these conditions. Shortly after trie vacuum system wus cut in. After a
few minutes the discharge glov/ed brightly and a brilliant molecular
spectrum was obtained. This spectrum was examined for at least an hour
without any apparent charge in the intensity. So great was the inten-
sity of the spectrum that tne lines could be plainly seen at a slit-width
of .035 mm. This method of introducing the hydrogen is evidently well
r
10
suited for exposures of short duration.
The high vacuum system Is also shov.n In the diagram. Prom the
front end of the quartz tube the outlet tube is directly connected with
the liquid air trap, 'x'he purpose of this trap is to prevent any
mercury vapor or other Impurities in the vapor state from diffusing into
the hydrogen discharge tube. The mercury vapor pump i s of the Langmuir
type, and is comected v/ith a rotary fore pump of the Cenco design.
Connected in the system with these pumps is an accurately calibrated
McLeod gai3ge for the determination of the pressure from, time to time.
b. The Pfund Iron Arc as a Comiparison Spectrum.
The standard Pfund arc as recommended by the International
Astronomical Union was used for the comparison spectrum. This arc was
operated at 220 volts and 4 amperes at a length of 15 ram. This v;as
magnified about ten times by m.eans of the lens shov^n in the diagram and
brought to a focus on one of the faces of the small pris::i at the rear
end of the tube. As the light from the arc was directed through the
tube to the slit, the rear bore of the tube served as an aperture.
Therefore less than 1 cm. of the 15 cm., linage was used. This assured
uniforru intensity distribution and freedom from broadening of the lines
which is due to the pole effect.
In order to conveniently direct the beam of light from, the
arc through the tube, the small rignt prism was used to close the rear
end of the tube. From the Arc the beaiii was passed through the lens
to the mirror and then to the prism. From here it v;as reflected
throug'h the tube to the slit. The lens in front of the discharge tube
is used to focus both sources on the slit. Tae grating is of the
Lit trow type of speculum metal and Is used with a 30 foot lens. The

ruled surface of the grating Is 5 by 3.75 inches and contains 14,500
lines to the inch.
B. xhe Photography a.nd L:easurement of the Lines.
As has been poiioted out before, maintenance of an optimum
pressure within the tube and constant temperature, particularly within
the box housliig the grating, are absolutely necessary if good photographs
01 the lines are to be obtained. In order to establish the desirable
pressure, v/hich Vvas measured by a '[cLeod gage, the tube v/as operated from
two to three hours before any exposures v/ere made. During this time the
pressure ms frequently observed ard the rate of flov; of the hydrogen
gas adjusted until the necessary pressure condition reaciied. xhis
condition could be readily determined by examining the discharge by means
of a direct vision spectroscope. Once this pressure v;as reacaed it
could be maintained for several hours by merely adjusting the variable
resistance in the generator systeii. Each plate photographed in this
investigation v/as exposed for from three to four hours. At no time
during this interval v/as the pressure variation greater than .05 cm. of
mercurj/'.
xo maintain a constant temperature the grating room was
thermostatically controlled. In addition to the thennostat in the
grating room, another v/as pl^^ced in the housing of the gratixig. During
the various times of exposure the thermostat in the room varied about
.2 degrees Fahrenheit while the one in the grating box varied less than
.1 degree Fahrenheit.
In addition to the control of the tesnperature and pressure, the
elimination of vibrations is also essential. 'xhe laboratory in which
the experiment v/as carried out is so built as to reduce vibration to a
(1
minimum. The floor upon viilch the grating and slit supports, and other
apparatus rest Is of the so-called floating type; that is, it is not
directly coniaected \.ith the walls of the room or the external walls of
the building. In addition, a second floor is suspended from the walls
of the room in the vicinity of the discharge tube and tne slit. This
precaution is taken in order to eliminate any vibrations that may be
caused by v^allcing during the exposures. An idea of the arrangement of
the apparatus may be obtained from the photograph of the room shovvii
below.
The region from lambda 4156.633 to lambda 4379.399 was photo-
graphed on Eastman spectroscopic plates v/hich are very sensitive to this
region. Of the four plates raude in this investigation the first plate
showed a fairly strong continuous spectrum v;hich may be due to hydrogen.
During the exposure of this plate it was quite difficult to maintain a
lov/ pressure. With the other plctes, v.here lov/er and a more constant
pressure vv-as maintained, the continuous spectrum"^ appeared less pro-
nounced. This was particularly true of the last two plates v/here lowest
and best pressure conditions Vv'ere maintained.
Before each plate was measured it was brought to constant
temperature in the thermostatically controlled comparator. This com-
parator is built in a heat insulated case, through the cover of which the
telescope projects. The v;ire diagram of the comparator is sho.vn belov;.
1. Merton and Barratt, Phil. Trans . 222, p. 369, 1922
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Photograph of room showing
arraiigement of the apparatus.
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III. DISCUSSION OF REoUI/rS
A. Comparison of Results with Measurements of Other
Investigators.
In Table I the results of measurements of the ss-me lines taken
from three difference plates are given. Each plate was measured twice,
first from red to violet and then from violet to red. This was done to
eliminate any personal error in the setting of the comparator. The mean
values for each plate are given in the first three columns of the table,
while the last column shows the mean of these values for each line
measured. The intensities given are estimates based on how the lines
appear to the eye. They give only a rox:igh idea of the quality of each
line. The symbol O'^ is the lowest estimate given, and indicates that the
line is just seen on the plate and is barely measurable. As the apjparent
intensities of the lines increase they are designated by 0^, 0^, 0, 1, 2,
etc. up to 10. ITo attempt is made to estimate intensities beyond 10 as
there seems to be no particular reason for doing so.
In Table II a comparison of the measurements with those of other
investigators is given. In this comparison the results of Gale, Llonk and
Lee, and of Finfcelnburg were used, as the works of these investigators,
together with tiiat of Llerton and Barratt, represent the most thorough
investigations of the secondary spectrum of hydrogen. Furthermore, the
works of Gale, Monk and Lee, and Finkelnburg are more recent than that of
Merton and Barratt, and the values of the v;ave- lengths are given to a
greater number of significant figures.
In the first column of Table II the mean values of the measure-
ments are given followed by the estimated intensities. The intensities
of Gale, Monk and Lee, and of Finkelnburg were not given as they serve no
44
Table I. Measurements of V/ave- lengths from
Lambda 4156.633 to Lambda 4379.399
Plate
36 37 38 Int. Mean
4156.629 .636 .636 .633
56.850 .857 .850 0* .853
61.939 .943 .946 g2 .943
63.598 .600 .610 03 .602
65.188 .193 .198 03 .193
71.296 .306 .311 8 .304
75.150 .160 .160 .157
77.110 .114 .112 10 .112
77.715 .728 .723 .722
79.594 .594 .591 02 .593
80.105 .106 .108 S .106
82.169 .170 .166 3 .168
95.676 .673 .679 4 .676
99.793 .803 .788 2 .795
4200.981 .965 .982 .976
05.102 .102 .099 10 .101
06.100 .102 .097 02 .099
09.174 .184 .179 o2 .179
10.140 .140 .134 z .137
I
Table I cont'd. Measurements of V/ave-lerigths from
Lambda 4156.633 to Lambda 4379.399
Plate
36 37 36 Int. Llean
12.506 .508 .502 7 .505
22.167 .169 .174 .171
22.521 .534 .532 1 .529
23.955 .954 .948 .952
33.436 .434 .426 03 .433
43.354 .357 .372 0^ .361
4303.437 .435 .440 02 .438
03.858 .895 .875 0^ .876
06.283 .283 .267 03 .278
27.935 .937 .936 0^ .937
32.622 .621 .643 04 .629
35.527 .519 .529 0^ .525
40.466 .464 .471 10 .468
54.551 .542 .554 o4 .549
58.— ^ .338 .336 o4 .337
79.408 .396 .393 .399
1. This line was too faint to be properly measured.

Table II. Comparison of Results with Those of
Other Investigators.
Mean value of Inten- Gale, Monk Finkeln- Llean Devia-
measurement s sit.y and Lee burg value tion
4156.633
56.853
61.943
63.602
65.193
71.304
75 . 157
77.112
77.722
79.593
80.106
82.168
95.676
99.795
4200.976
05.101
06.099
09.179
10.127
02
o2
0^
8
10
o2
2
3
4
2
03
10
o3
02
2
.633
.861G
.941
.605
.195
.308
.165
.125
.720
.598
.111
.170
.674
.793
.97]&
.098
.085
.169
.131
.633
.873
.949
.608
.188
.309
.163
.113
.718
.591
.105
.166
.668
.787
.959
.102
.091F
.175
.129
.633
.867
.945
.607
.191
.308
.164
.119
.719
.594
.108
.168
.671
.790
.965
.100
.088
.172
.130
.000
-.014
-.002
-.005
+.002
-.004
-.007
-.007
+ .003
-.001
-.002
.000
+ .005
+ .005
+ .011
+ .001
+ .011
+ .007
+ .007
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xau le IX OUnt CI. Coniparison of Results with
Other Investigators.
Mean value of
measurement s
Int en-
s 1ty and Lee
Ptnlcp In-
bur^
r.Iean^
value
Devia-
.OVD f .498 .507 . 0\J£> ~ • \J\JO
Cd. ±1 I V .158 .160F
dd . Od\) X .518 G .514 . o xo
do . vOd AU .935 .941F • vOO
OO . '±00 o3V .407 .408 4.07
^O .ooX u .326 .348
u .423 .437
VO .O (0 u .877 .849
UO md(0 u .276 .273 97'^t C ( o
u .927 .939 m VOO
32.629 .619 .628 .624 + .005
35.525
A
0^
.519 .532 .526 -.001
40.468 10 .470 .466 .468 .000
54.549 0^ .540 .478 + .009G
58.337 0^ .344 -.007F
79.399 .403 .397 .400 -.001
1. This column gives the mean values of Gale, Monk: and Lee and of
FinlJielnburg.
particular purpose here. In the last coluimi the deviations of the
measured wave-lengths from the mean values of these investigators are
r
given. In a few Instances the measured \vave- length was compared v;ith one
or the other of the Individual values. V/henever this v/as done no proper
mean was possible on account of great differences in their values. The
line was then compared with one of the values with which it most closely
agrees. Such a comparison is indicated by the letters F or G following
the deviation, and signifying that the line was compared with the value
of Finkelnburg or Gale, Monk and Lee. VAien the deviation from the mean
value exceeded 10 parts inj^|fyjjj^ the line v;as compared with one or the
other of the values of these investigators. In every such comparison
the deviation of the measured value fell within 10 parts in 1000. Such
comparisons are Indicated by the letters F or G following the individual
value with which it v>as compared.
An examination of the table shows that deviations greater than
11 parts in fujff^^&re not many. In one case - that of the line 4233.433 -
the measured value shows a v;ide variation both from the mean value and
the individual values. This great variation is probably due to the inter
ference of an iron line, as one is in the vicinity of this line. In the
case of the line 4245.361, the differences existing between the individual
values as v;ell as between the measured value were so great that no proper
comparison could be made. Generally, however, the measured wave-lengths
show good agreement with the mean values of these investigators, and
whenever this vjas not possible, good agreement could be obtained with one
or the other of the individual values in many cases. This must be
attributed to the fact that the lines v;ere photographed at a fairly high
dispersion, namely, about 0.889 A.U.per millimeter.
c
IV. sjii:ary
1. The most favorable conditions for the production of the
secondary spectrum of hydrogen are discussed.
2. A description of the discharge tube and other parts of the
apparatus is given.
3. The nature of the source and the comparison Iron arc is
described.
4. The conditions under which the lines v/ere x-i^otographe d and
measured are discussed.
5. A comparison of the result v/lth those of other investigators
Is given.
(
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